COMPOSITE HOSES

Used in a broad section of industries with applications such as petroleum tanker unloading, chemical transfer, waste oil collection and recycling, marine de-bunkering, manufacturing oils and tallows, vapour emissions, food processing and aviation fuel transfer.

Easily fitted with Camlock couplers and adaptors, fixed or floating flanges, male threads for dry break couplings or customized for your specific needs.

PVC HOSES

Wide range for pressure or suction applications in irrigation, agriculture, mining, chemical, transport, marine, construction and many other industries.

We have PVC hoses for delivery and suction of air, water, food, petroleum and chemicals.

We also offer a full range of jacketed layflat hose for fire fighting, water, air and petroleum delivery, potable water transfer and travelling irrigators.

DUCTING

Used to convey food, grains, cosmetics, air, gases, saw dust, powders and many others, our ducting products are made of PVC, polyurethane or thermoplastic compounds to provide abrasion and heat resistance.

Sizes range from 15 to 600 mm. We can customise sizes to your requirements.

INDUSTRIAL HOSES

Extruded and wrapped hoses from world renowned manufacturers used in just about every industry including food processing, manufacturing, agriculture, horticulture, irrigation, mining, materials handling, construction, air and water delivery, transport, automotive, and marine.

Our industrial hoses conform to stringent international standards.

For detailed technical info visit our website or request a product data sheet.
Our hydraulic hoses, fittings and accessories satisfy the most demanding industries Australia wide. Ranging from low pressure to 6000 psi, our hydraulic hoses are ideal for the earthmoving, agriculture, construction, mining, and marine industries. Our adaptors are forged which makes for them more compact, and lighter. The crimp fittings are non-welded resulting in more robust products.

Supports all pneumatic applications in industries such as food processing, chemical, marine, transport and automotive. Our range includes push-In, push on and compression fittings in nylon and polypropylene, brass, and stainless steel. We also offer accessory products such as ball valves, and quick release couplings.

We have the hose fittings to match our wide range of hoses and provide safe, secure and reliable connections. Camlock couplings come in brass, aluminium, stainless steel, nylon and polypropylene. We also offer Bauer compatible couplings, Storz fire couplings, A and S claw couplings approved for mining applications, combination nipples with ends that are either threaded, flanged, Victaulic shouldered or grooved, brass nut and tail and male tails designed for suction and low-pressure applications.

Clamps from industry-leading brands like Norma, Breeze, Bandinex and Normetta are manufactured to exacting DIN and SAE standards ensuring superior design and reliability.

Our range includes GBSM super clamps, worm drive clamps, perforated and non-perforated bands, constant torque, Oeitker, Cobra clips, retaining, fuel and fixing clips, continuous banding, clamps, double bolt, safety claws and spiral clamps.
VALVES

Our comprehensive range comes in a variety of materials to address different temperature and pressure requirements. So whether you are in plumbing, irrigation, agriculture, marine, petroleum, fire, food processing or mining, we have the high quality, precision made valve you need.

Our range includes ball valves, Gate valves, butterfly valves of wafer or lugged design, check valves, strainers, actuated ball and butterfly valves, UL/FM and AGA approved valves, pressure gauges, glycerine filled and dry.

PIPE FITTINGS & FLANGES

We stock a wide range of fittings and associated products for fabricators of equipment used in the irrigation, bulk transport, mining, civil construction, food, chemical, marine and agriculture industries.

Our quality range includes: galvanised malleable iron pipe fittings; black and galvanised steel pipe fittings; Buttweld fittings; stainless steel 150lb pipe fittings; high pressure 3000lb pipe fittings; brass and DZR pipe fittings; flanges in carbon steel, bronze, 304 and 316 stainless steel made to Australian, BS, DIN and ANSI standards; pressure gauges, glycerine filled and dry; nozzles and guns; hose reels.

FLEXIBLE BELLOWS & PUMP CONNECTORS

These flex joints and connector products eliminate vibration and assist with misalignment of rigid pipe work on pump sets. They come in standard configurations and bellows materials. We can also customise to your specific requirements.

Check out or full range which includes: stainless steel connectors flanged to Australian, DIN and ANSI standards; convoluted Teflon hoses; Teflon with stainless steel braided cover; food grade assemblies with terminations of BSM, tri-clover, BSP, NPT or flanged.

LUBRICATION PRODUCTS

Service maintenance workshops, factories and manufacturing plants count on our full range of lubrication products including oil, flow metres; oil, grease and diesel transfer pumps; nozzles, guns and hose reels.
BAT INDUSTRIAL is a proudly owned Australian family business. Since 1980, we have grown to become a leading supplier of hoses, valves and fittings used by a diverse range of industries and end-user customers. Boasting a range of 20,000 line items and supported by a long-standing network of Australian and international manufacturers, our customers know they can rely on us for any fluid transfer requirement, no matter how challenging.

We operate from our bustling National Distribution Centre in Sydney’s West with dedicated technical, customer service and field sales teams providing strong support of our markets. Our strength is underpinned by a personal commitment to our business and our customers, hard work and old style service. The Hudson family’s vision is to continue to bring new products, innovative IT and distribution systems to the market and forge ahead with investments and improvements in the business for generations to come.

sales@batind.com.au
1300 BATSALES
1300 228 725
HOSE MANAGEMENT

We provide a comprehensive on-site hose management service including:

• Visual inspection and reports
• Hydrostatic testing
• Elongation measurements
• Electrical continuity testing
• Hose tagging
• Test certification
• Automatic recall for re-testing and certification

Hose assemblies used for the transfer of dangerous goods are required by law to be tested every six months. Our HMS program provides peace of mind that full compliance is in place.

HOSE TESTING

Our in-house testing facilities pressure test hoses to strict Australian Standards to ensure they meet the demands and performance requirements of the industries we service. Certifications are available on request.

HOSE ASSEMBLY

Our hose assembly and repair service can handle 1/4 to 6 inch diameter hoses. Same day service is available for emergency breakdowns.

We crimp:

• Composite hoses
• Extruded or wrapped rubber hoses
• PVC hoses
• Hydraulic hoses

Terminations include:

• Camlock couplers and adaptors
• Fixed or swivel flanges
• Storz fire couplings
• Bauer compatible couplings
• Ground joints for steam applications
• Claw and safety coupling for air and water